Motorola is bracing for the future by returning to the past. The company is adapting its historical flip-phone design for a smartphone with a foldable screen. Samsung, Huawei, and others have phones that fold like a book and offer a double-sized display when unfolded. Motorola’s Razr phone, on the other hand, will be smaller than a regular smartphone until unfolded to its full 6.2 inch size. The idea is to make the phone more compact for carrying and storing when folded and not in use. People have been upgrading smartphones less often as innovation slows down. The phone industry has been looking to foldable screens as a way to revive sales, though they are still niche products. The phone will launch in the US in January starting at $1,500.

RENNES: The world’s oldest captive white rhino, South African-born Sana, has died at the age of 55, the French zoo that she called home for the last 26 years said on Thursday. Born in 1964 in the Umfolozi National Park in South Africa’s eastern KwaZulu-Natal province, Sana was moved to Europe seven years later. The southern white rhino lived in several parks in Germany before arriving in 1993 at Planète Sauvage, a zoological park in western France that had opened the previous year. The last male northern white rhino, Sudan, died in Kenya last year, leaving two sole captive female survivors, neither able to carry a calf.